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Abstract

This manuscript provides an overview of our efforts to implement an integrated electronic monitoring and feedback platform to increase patient engagement, improve care delivery and outcome of treatment, and alert care teams to deterioration in functioning. *Patients First* utilizes CareSense, a digital care navigation and data collection systems, to integrate traditional patient-reported outcomes (PROs) monitoring with novel biological monitoring between visits to provide patients and caregivers real-time feedback on changes in symptoms such as stress, anxiety, and depression. The next stage of the project development incorporates digital therapeutics (computerized therapeutic interventions) for patients, and video resources for primary care physicians and nurse practitioners who serve as the de facto front-line for psychiatric care. Integration of the PROs monitoring with continuous biological monitoring, and digital supports is a novel application of existing technologies. Video resources pushed to care providers whose patients trigger a symptom severity alert is, to our knowledge, an industry first.
Philosophically, healthcare providers and policy makers understand that services must be driven by objective and standardized measures of clinical outcomes and an evidence-based practice approach; however, few psychiatric settings in the United States systematically assess patient reported outcomes (PROs). When psychiatric outcomes are assessed in clinical practice it has predominantly been measured from the perspective of the treatment provider, a practice that often over-estimates progress and dramatically under-estimates worsening symptoms.\textsuperscript{1} Policy makers in the United States and abroad have called for efforts to obtain the patient’s unique perspective in assessing efficacy of healthcare.

Major inroads are being made in large healthcare systems utilizing PROs to assess outcomes in medical specialties including radiology\textsuperscript{2}, oncology\textsuperscript{3}, and orthopedics.\textsuperscript{4} Despite the calls for increased utilization of the patient’s perspective, and the positive impact of PROs in improving outcomes\textsuperscript{5-8} integration of outcomes assessment in psychiatric practice in the United States is challenging and tends to be the exception rather than standard of care.\textsuperscript{9} Recent efforts to demonstrate the effectiveness of smartphone applications to augment alcohol recovery\textsuperscript{10} and more ambitious efforts to advance a platform for digital psychiatry\textsuperscript{11,12} holds significant promise for individuals with psychiatric symptoms, most of whom cannot access adequate psychiatric care due to shortages of providers, geographical barriers, and stigma.\textsuperscript{13}

In January 2018 Houston Methodist launched “Patients First”, an integrated patient-reported outcomes (PROs) platform with the broad aims to increase patient engagement, improve delivery and outcome of treatments, alert care teams to deterioration in functioning,
and facilitate research into psychiatric illness and treatment response. Clinical researchers partnered with colleagues specializing in medical ethics, patient-centered decision making, telepsychiatry, and bioinformatics to create a novel integrated monitoring and treatment augmentation system. Our team partnered with an industry leader in digital care navigation and data collection systems (CareSense), because surgical departments in the hospital system found the platform to be user-friendly, customizable, and capable of integrating with the electronic health record. This collaboration with a proven partner allowed for rapid expansion of psychiatric monitoring in outpatient, inpatient psychiatry (1,000 admission per year), and high-volume consult liaison service (over 3,300 evaluations per year).

Expanding evaluation of psychiatric symptoms to large numbers of medical patients, many of whom will not have a psychiatric care specialist brings with it the ethical responsibility to connect individuals in psychiatric distress with timely and effective resources. Anticipating this future demand, the team created a project timeline for adding digital therapeutics, and expert consultation to care providers (many of whom are primary care physicians and nurse practitioners) via video archive and telepsychiatry consult from a group of psychiatrists and allied health professionals. Herein we describe the team’s efforts in the development, implementation, and iterative modification of a robust electronic platform for PROs integration, feedback, and clinical support. Patients First creates a novel integration of tradition PROs, between-visit biometric monitoring and feedback, patient-facing digital therapeutics that are pushed to patients when symptoms worsen, and physician-facing alert systems with a digital resource center for physicians.
The need to improve clinical outcomes and reduce economic burden of ill health (particularly in mental illness, diabetes, and vascular disease) was identified as the greatest impetus to the deployment of technological innovation in medicine. Information technology (IT) solutions should support shared medical decision-making, self-management, and more efficient healthcare. From our vantage, IT solutions can best be used to measure, monitor, support patients between sessions, and aid in communicating with healthcare providers. Yet, challenges abound in harnessing information technology to serve healthcare consumers and providers. Among the greatest is to ensure that we do it in a manner that is clearly evidence-based, fits into new and developing information technologies, and engages consumers to address their needs. This means that patients, providers, and stakeholders must be engaged at each stage of development and implementation, ensure that they are feasible and acceptable to patients, do not burden healthcare professionals with more documentation tasks, and that they are effective in providing needed information to treat the symptoms and disorders to which they are applied. To meet these aims, digital platforms need to be structured to have the best possible balance of increasing access, minimizing costs, and maximizing clinical outcomes. This is neither simple nor obvious because the technological landscape is rapidly evolving, bringing with it myriad of potential ways to use, combine, and synthesize the array of options.

Our solution to the above challenge was to stage the development and implementation allowing the team to survey the needs of the target user groups (patients, healthcare providers, researchers, and IT), troubleshoot and reassess the value of adding new components, and modify the facets in an iterative fashion. Thus far the team has identified four stages of development: 1. Electronic PROs monitoring and feedback platform integration, 2. Merge
biometric data from commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) devices monitoring heart rate, heart rate variability (HRV), sleep, and movement, as well as a periodically scheduled voice and facial recognition assessment. 3. Implement a series of digital therapeutics made available to patients when levels of symptoms or stress are elevated as an augmentation to treatment as usual, and 4. Create a library of brief video consultations for physicians and nurse practitioners who are working with patients whose psychiatric symptomatology is outside of the scope of their normal practice.

Stage 1 was created based on the authors’ experience building and testing various survey suites for use in psychiatric and medical-surgical hospitals. The selection of measures ensures a rapid, yet broad screening and monitoring platform, but with the obvious limitations of a self-report system. Stage 2 was selected to address limitations of self-report functioning, as well as gaps in current psychiatric PROs platforms that monitor self-report functioning at set intervals of weeks duration. Stage 3 was selected to address the anticipated need for resources for patients seen by a consult-liaison team in the hospital system who may not have a psychiatric care team available in their community. Stage 4 was envisioned as an industry-first resource for primary care providers who serve as the de-facto front line for psychiatric care, but who do not have the training to treat more complex cases that may be refractory to treatment-as-usual.

**Stage 1: Patient Reported Outcomes of Psychiatric Symptom Monitoring and Feedback**

The foundation for all future phases is based on a highly flexible PROs platform allowing for real-time feedback to patients and healthcare teams via a graphic dashboard of baseline
and follow-up symptom and functional metrics (i.e., evidence-based, app-delivered
assessments for depression, anxiety, insomnia, and drug/alcohol abuse, functional disability,
and well-being). CareSense™ is the digital solution that Houston Methodist uses for several
purposes: 1. Deliver education to patients and caregivers; 2. Provide timely reminders for
various patient tasks (e.g. pre-operative evaluation appointments and labs); 3. Monitor health
and recovery; and (4) Collect patient-reported outcome data and transmit trending data over
time to providers and patients. The digital platform is integrated into EPIC, the electronic health
record utilized by the entire hospital system. This integration creates a single touchpoint for all
current and future monitoring and feedback actions while reducing provider burden of
navigating multiple platforms.

Messages are transmitted via text or email, depending on the purpose of the message.
Time-sensitive, short messages are transmitted via text message, and longer educational
messages, especially those with embedded multimedia content, are sent via email. For
unidirectional messages, information is sent with no expectation of a response, and we provide
no means of responding to us through the messages. Instead, for unidirectional messages, we
encourage patients to call the office if they have questions or concerns. Examples of
unidirectional messages include: Directions on where to park; frequently-asked questions and
answers; reminders on when to start and stop medications; who to call for urgent issues and
under what circumstances; and other educational or informational aspects of care.

Conversely, we send bidirectional messages for two different purposes: (1) monitor
patients’ current health status by soliciting patient responses to our monitoring questions; and
(2) collect patient-reported outcomes data for making adjustments to the treatment plan.
Monitoring questions are used to actively assess the patient’s status in real-time. If the patient responds in a concerning way, an automatic alert is generated and routed to the appropriate healthcare professionals. For example, one bidirectional message is: “In the past two weeks, have you wished you were dead or wished you could go to sleep and not wake up?” If the patient responds with “yes,” the decision logic is written such that an alert is automatically routed to the healthcare team via the care team’s secure, HIPAA-compliant emails or text, letting them know that a patient responded to a monitoring question in a concerning way. The “team” receiving the alert includes medical assistants, nurses, and physicians who care for the patient. One team member can [reply all] in a secure manner, letting the other team members know they will call the patient to ensure timely follow-up. By including multiple team members on the alert, the chance of communication break-down between team members is minimized thus providing a robust safety-net for the patient. After receiving an email alert, the care team calls the patient and then, following that phone call, dismisses the alert on the dashboard within the enterprise electronic health record (EHR) to show how the issue is resolved.

Bi-directional messages are also used to collect patient-reported outcomes. For example, patients are asked to complete the Patient Health Questionnaire for Depression (PHQ-9)\textsuperscript{18} and the Generalized Anxiety Disorder Scale (GAD-7).\textsuperscript{19} The first time the PHQ-9 is administered, a baseline graph is created showing a total score, using the sum of items to generate a visual graph. The measures are re-administered at fixed intervals during the treatment course and up to 1-year post-treatment, and new visual graphs are created and pushed to the patient and their respective teams showing trend lines and benchmarks for the severity levels for each measures. Graphs are stored in an electronic, password-protected, two-
factor authentication, secure electronic database that is accessible to patients and authorized healthcare professionals.

Uptake and satisfaction metrics are excellent for the CareSense platform among a large sample surgical patients. Those patients whose surgeons actively used the platform received and read 83% of and 84% of emails. Perhaps most critically, 30, 60 and 90-day inpatient re-admission rates for non-participating post-surgery patients were statistically higher than those adopting the platform. We do not have sufficient data to determine the impact on inpatient re-admission rates for psychiatric patients, and it appears that early adoption among psychiatric patients is slightly lower.

**Real-Time Feedback: A Case Vignette**

Q was a 25-year old man seeking treatment for depression, anxiety, cyclical alcohol abuse. Intake assessment completed via smartphone prior to the first appointment indicated depression and anxiety in the severe range. An automated suicide alert (sent to his new therapist) was triggered by endorsement of suicidal ideation on item 9 the PHQ, and Columbia Suicide Severity Rating Scale (C-SSRS). In-person suicide assessment confirmed passive suicidal ideation with no plan or intent. Q elaborated on his sense of hope and forward momentum in seeking help. He added that the instructions queried the last two weeks, thus he responded based on his state of mind his after the last binge drinking episode the previous weekend.

A treatment plan was agreed upon to include psychotherapy, medication, and involvement in alcohol recovery program to lower the frequency of suicidal ideation, reduce depression, anxiety, and binge drinking. As seen in Figure 1, symptoms reduced during the first
two weeks of treatment and remained in the healthy range several months with no reported recurrence of suicidal ideation. The treatment preceded in a maintenance phase; however, Q experienced a rupture in a romantic relationship and relapsed on alcohol. In therapy session later in the week, his mood was stable and he reported being alcohol free for 72 hours with no discernible withdrawal symptoms. CareSense survey the day after his session revealed a more alarming state.

**Figure 1:** Q’s Trending data from CareSense

His responses to the PHQ-9 and C-SRSS indicated heightened suicidal risk. Q received an alert encouraging him to seek medical attention (Figure 2).

**Figure 2. Patient-facing Suicide Risk Alert**
Simultaneously his therapist received an alert concerning Q’s suicide risk. The therapist called to learn that he was crestfallen and angry after an unsuccessfully attempted to reconnect with his girlfriend. Therapist and Q discussed ways to remain safe and seek additional supports including the possibility of presenting to the emergency department. He asked to see the therapist later that afternoon, thus an intermediate plan was agreed upon to include reaching out to his sponsor immediately after the call. Q arrived for a session later in the afternoon in better spirits. He had a good meeting with his sponsor during which he gained a clearer understanding of the emotional triggers for his alcohol use. Review of the graphic data during the therapy session helped Q recognize that his attempts to use alcohol to soothe emotions had the opposite impact. The close call with hospitalization and the distress he felt after drinking made him realize that drinking fueled the pain that was a main driver of suicidal ideation. Q and his therapist agreed to more frequent check-ins to help support his sobriety and to monitor his safety.

Stage 2: Between-Session Biometric Monitoring
The second stage integrates continuous monitoring of several relevant biomarkers including heart rate and HRV using COTS such as smart watches. COTS are used since they are affordable, accessible, come with an array of physiological sensors, and most importantly are discreet; an important factor contributing to acceptance among mental health patients. Recent work by the co-author (FS) and colleagues\textsuperscript{21} developed a predictive machine learning algorithm that used heart rate sensor data from smart watches to detect mental health anomalies such as high anxiety and hyper-arousal in veterans. This patent-pending technology will form the basis for the continuous momentary assessment and monitoring of the patients’ mental health status.

Figure 3. Overview of periodic assessment

Periodic assessment and intervention will facilitate self-assessment of mental health discussed in stage 1 in conjunction with facial emotion and voice analysis. The effects of mental distress on voice features have been documented. For example, patients with depression tend to speak slower, and their tone is monotonous, uniform, and expressionless.\textsuperscript{22,23} The team will utilize an open-source real-time voice feature analysis engine (OpenVokaturi) in addition to
Microsoft’s face and emotion recognition software (Face API) to identify facial and auditory cues for distress. Participants receive persuasive and planned reminders to complete weekly anxiety screening questionnaires (i.e., PHQ-9 and GAD-7). As part of this weekly self-assessment, participants will be asked to read a sentence to serve as baseline before completing the questionnaire. The PHQ-9 and GAD-7 scores, in conjunction with speech and facial emotion recognition tools, will contribute to a holistic assessment and a combined score which will trigger notifications to suggest actions, such as follow-up appointments with therapists, telehealth counseling, or digital therapeutics. The tool also enables the user to share this data with their therapist or licensed counselor. Persuasive design features and notifications will be implemented to effect attitudinal shifts and sustained engagement.

Figure 4. Overview of activating digital therapeutics

Smart phones and watches are particularly promising as a convenient platform for delivering mobile health (mHealth) interventions enabling self-management of symptoms between visits. For example, upon detection of an abnormal biomarker, patients can be engaged in evidence-based therapeutic interventions such as cognitive behavioral interventions for sleep, depression,
and anxiety. Other functionality available on the smartphone or smart watch app include customized messages to select contacts (e.g., friends, family, counselors), location sharing, real-time connection to local mental health crisis helpline, and counseling service appointment booking. Patients will have access to personalized reports and an export functionality to share the report with their therapist, or primary care physician.

**Stage 3: Digital Therapeutics and Virtual Psychiatric Consultation**

Digital assessment of PROs, combined with wearable and smart-home monitoring technologies will create rapid screening of common psychiatric symptoms, and send alerts to care providers when concerning values are detected. Providers will then be sent short informational videos and screening resources from experts in assessment and treatment for the specific symptoms and disorders. Simultaneously, symptom-specific digital therapeutics will be sent to the affected patients to begin augmented treatment. Digital therapeutics (via smartphone applications) are already available in the marketspace and are adapted from evidence-based therapies such as cognitive behavioral therapy for depression. For individuals who cannot access traditional psychiatric care via in-person encounters, digital therapeutics fills a much-needed gap. Effectiveness and efficacy studies of the new digital therapeutics will be necessary but as of yet have not been conducted. Multi-modal monitoring of symptom severity over time will allow care-givers and patients to track progress, alter treatment plans to address inadequate or non-response, and know when to suspect remission.

**Stage Four: Testing Feasibility and Uptake in Primary Care**
Primary care is the touch-point for the recognition, diagnosis, treatment, and specialist referral for psychiatric disturbance\textsuperscript{25}. The fact that at least 25\% of the population suffers from a mental disorder during the past year\textsuperscript{26-28} means that primary care physicians are encountering many individuals with psychiatric symptoms. The prevalence of undetected mental illness in primary care is profound: by one estimate, 5.4\% of all primary care patients present for a psychiatric reason, yet a systematic survey indicated that threshold/sub-threshold psychiatric disorder was detected in 42.5\% of all patients.\textsuperscript{29} This places an extraordinary burden on primary care providers, one that they cannot adequately address given time constraints and the expertise needed to provide specialty assessment, care, and referral.\textsuperscript{30,31} This burden and its downstream impact on patient care is borne out by survey data indicating that performance is best described by the rule of diminishing halves: half the patients with a threshold disorder are recognized; half of those recognized are treated; and half of those treated receive effective intervention.\textsuperscript{32,33}

A significant barrier to providing the needed treatment is the time, expense, and staffing required to deliver the interventions within a tight window of brief contacts with primary care providers (PCPs)-this is particularly true for PCPs given their large panels and broadband care for their patients. Digital assessment will create rapid diagnostic evaluation of psychiatric symptom severity and send alerts to PCPs. Providers will then be sent short video resources from experts in assessment and treatment. Simultaneously, digital therapeutics will be sent to the affected patients during visits and after the patient returns home.

Conclusions
Building on lessons learned from a decade of modifying and improving digital PROs platforms has alerted the team to several ongoing challenges: 1. As alluring as technological innovations are, the focus must continually be brought back to the value of human contact and interaction in delivering quality care, 2. The user interface (for patients and caregivers) must be simple and intuitive, 3. Building and maintaining viable partnerships with institutional leadership, department chairs, and front-line clinicians is crucial particularly in the planning stage, and 4. Given the high cost and resource demands of such projects, targeting tangible return-on-investment (Eg., reductions in emergency department admissions) is essential for long-term viability.

At its base, symptom reduction and improvement in functional capacity are cornerstones of good psychiatric care; however, few mental health providers systematically monitor symptom changes, and between-visit functioning goes undetected by virtually all mental health care providers. As a result, clinicians opportunities to intervene and alleviate suffering is stymied by the lack of between-session monitoring. Furthermore, symptoms such as sleep disturbance may be difficult for some individuals to detect yet sleep-tracking devices can alert patients and caregivers to worsening sleep—a bellwether for depression. This information vacuum also impairs our ability to understand which interventions are most effective in reducing relapse and readmissions. Remarkably, monitoring PROs in real-time is an effective augmentation strategy to state-of-the-art treatments. Dramatic examples from oncology demonstrates substantial improvement in symptom improvement, quality of life, and decreased rates of ED admissions when PROs are utilized in daily practice. In psychiatry, PROs are emerging as a clear catalyst for improvement. A recent meta-analysis found that
psychotherapy augmented with PROs was superior to treatment-as-usual in two-thirds of the studies evaluated.\textsuperscript{37}

Electronic application of PROs has also led to the development of unique algorithms to detect adverse outcomes such as suicidal risk\textsuperscript{38} and prediction of treatment-resistant depression.\textsuperscript{39-43} This novel approach is now possible due to the uptake of smart phones in the US populace, advances in digital care navigation technology, and dramatic advances in computational technologies and capabilities leveraging artificial intelligence and machine learning.\textsuperscript{44-55} It is also imperative that we better integrate these approaches with primary medical care, so that undetected psychiatric symptoms can be identified and addressed.

Leveraging information technology to improve access to mental healthcare is only just beginning to touch on its real potential. Going forward, we must discover how to best integrate telemedicine with in-person care and other forms of communications technology\textsuperscript{56}, including the Internet, mobile technology and its apps, social media, virtual reality, smart homes, and wearable monitoring devices that are synchronized together – and incorporate algorithms to keep patients and providers aware of critical information.

As appealing as these technologies are, there is still a great deal of work to be done. First, approaches such as Patients First must demonstrate the feasibility and cost of implementing integrated digital platforms to augment treatment as usual, and to serve as the primary intervention for those unable to access traditional psychiatric care. Second, studies are needed to assess the effectiveness of digital therapeutics and digital resources for primary care providers. While both interventions are based on evidence-based practices, it is yet to be demonstrated if such modifications are effective in reducing symptom severity in common
psychiatric disorders encountered by primary care providers who serve as the front-line providers of mental health services in the United States.
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